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The main goal of this workshop is to bring together experts in various aspects on the theory
of moduli spaces and related areas. The workshop is organized within the Indo European
Collaboration on Moduli Spaces.

The workshop will take place at Instituto de Ciencias Matemáticas (Madrid, Spain). The
activity will start on Thursday 22nd of September and will end on Friday 23rd of September.
Lectures will take place at the Aula Naranja.

The organizers wish to thank you for your interest and participation in this workshop.

Web page: https://www.icmat.es/projects/irsesmoduli/events.xhtml



1 Speakers

Usha N. Bhosle (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore)

Emilio Franco (U. Campinas)

Souvik Goswami (TATA Institute, Mumbai)

Juerg Kramer (Humboldt University, Berlin)

M.S. Narasimhan (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore)

Carl Tipler (U. Brest)

Sushmita Venugopalan (Institute of Mathematical Science, Chennai)

2 Organizing Committee

José Ignacio Burgos Gil (ICMAT Madrid)

Mario Garcia-Fernandez (ICMAT Madrid)

Oscar Garćıa-Prada (ICMAT Madrid)

3 Sponsors

MODULI – Indo European Collaboration on Moduli Spaces

4 Programme and Schedule

Usha N. Bhosle: Hitchin pairs on reducible curves.

Emilio Franco: Brane involutions and irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifolds.

Souvik Goswami: Business of Height pairing.

Juerg Kramer: On the analytic continuation of the hyperbolic heat kernel.

M.S. Narasimhan: Stability and arithmetic.

Carl Tipler: The moduli space of generalized metrics.

Sushmita Venugopalan: Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence for vortices on non-compact Rie-
mann surfaces.
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Thursday Friday
22nd September 23rd September

10:00-11:00 M. S. Narasimhan Tipler

11:00-11:30 Break Break

11:30-12:30 Kramer Franco

13:00-15:00 Lunch Bhosle (12:45 - 13:45)

15:00-16:00 Venugopalan

16:00-16:30 Break

16:30-17:30 Goswami

The social lunch will take place on Thursday 22nd September, around 13:00, at Restaurante
El Goloso, Plaza Mayor, Campus Cantoblanco, UAM.

5 Abstracts

Usha N. Bhosle: Hitchin pairs on reducible curves.

We study Hitchin pairs on a curve Y with many components. We define Hitchin
maps on the moduli spaces of Hitchin pairs on Y and show that it is a proper
morphism. This is done by means of generalised parabolic Hitchin pairs on the
normalisation of Y.

Emilio Franco: Brane involutions and irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifolds.

We study natural Brane involutions on moduli space of sheaves over symplectic sur-
faces and their behaviour under Fourier-Mukai transform and lattice Mirror sym-
metry.

Souvik Goswami: Business of Height pairing.

In algebraic geometry there is the notion of a height pairing of algebraic cycles, which
lies at the confluence of arithmetic, Hodge theory and topology. After explaining the
basic notions, we introduce new directions in this subject. Specifically, we address
an extension of Beilinson’s height pairing to the (still conjectural) graded pieces
of a Bloch-Beilinson filtration. Along the way, we use machineries from arithmetic
intersection theory to provide an example computation.

Juerg Kramer: On the analytic continuation of the hyperbolic heat kernel.

In our talk we will explain an analytic continuation of the hyperbolic heat kernel for
Riemann surfaces of finite volume to the right half-plane, which admits to control
its behavior when approaching the imaginary axis. This result leads to arithmetic
applications such as sup-norm bounds for Maass forms.

M.S. Narasimhan: Stability and arithmetic.

Carl Tipler: The moduli space of generalized metrics.
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Generalized geometry was introduced by Hitchin fifteen years ago. It allows to
formulate in a very neat way systems of coupled equations arising in mathematical
physics such that supergravity theories. In this talk, we will focus on the spaces of
metrics and symmetries of generalized geometry. We will show that the quotient
space of generalized metrics modulo generalized diffeomorphisms carries a natural
stratification by smooth Frechet manifolds. If times allows, we will provide some
applications to the study of infinite dimensional Lie groups of symmetries in classical
geometries such as symplectic, foliated or Poisson structures.

Sushmita Venugopalan: Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence for vortices on non-compact Rie-
mann surfaces.

A Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence relates stable holomorphic pairs (a holomor-
phic section on a Hermitian vector bundle and a holomorphic section on it) with
the zeros of the vortex equation. This set up can be generalized - the vector bundle
can be replaced by a fiber bundle, whose fibers are a Kaehler manifold with Hamil-
tonian action of a compact Lie group K. In this talk I present a Hitchin-Kobayashi
correspondence for K-vortices on certain Riemann surfaces with inifinite volume. In
the particular case of affine vortices - i.e. when the Riemann surface is the complex
line, our result has applications in gauged Gromov-Witten theory.
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